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Overview
To perceive depth, the visual system uses binocular disparities, the small differences between the two retinal projections of a visual scene, by matching corresponding points. 
Although there is no unique solution to this correspondence problem, some retinal points have a special physiological relationship that facilitates it. The space area that projects on 
those corresponding points forms the horopter, where stereoacuity is the finest. The vertical component of this horopter is not a vertical line, as one would expect if the corresponding 
points had identical anatomical locations in both retinae. Instead, it is tilted in a top-back manner relative to the fixation plane. This deviation, known as the Helmholtz’s shear, has been 
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Experimental paradigm Results

Conclusions
- We showed for the first time that the empirical horopter of a macaque subject 
deviates from the geometrical horopter and might also reflect natural statistics

- The measured values do not correspond to the optimal shear angle predictions, 
challenging the view that the horopter is aligned with the ground

- Interspecies comparisons reveal a similar tilted pattern between both species, 
potentially questionning the role that visual experience, and thus spatial regula-
rities, might play at the individual level

Observers’ characteristics

Location of corresponding points for the macaque subjectPsychometric functions at each tested eccentricity

Localisation of the corresponding points on the vertical meridian at six eccentricities (±1°; ±3°; ±7°)
Bar separation: Constant stimuli for the macaque subject 
                          vs. adaptive staircase for human observers
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Location of corresponding points for the human subjectsCyclovergence correction

Optimal shear angle

suggested to reflect the distribution of binocular disparities in visual scenes (A) and could reflect the tuning properties of binocular neu-
rons (B) in the early visual cortex (Sprague et al., 2015; Nasr and Tootell, 2016). 
We measured the horopter in a macaque subject to determine whether such a perceptual bias also exist in another species, and if so, 
whether it is in agreement with natural statistics.


